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a b s t r a c t 

What does research look like in practice? Aside from popular assumptions of how re- 

searchers are lonely isolated individuals sitting disconnected from the rest of the world 

enmeshed in thought, a considerable part of research involves working with data. Whether 

this data is quantitative, qualitative, gathered through experiments or involves writing code, 

all of this data is not just magically ‘invented’ out of thin air, but instead develops in a pro- 

cess of interaction with both human beings and technical systems. However only a small 

fragment of this process is presented to outside reviewers, the outputs and the framing 

often specifically designed to make a specific point. How the author got there, and which 

assumptions were made on the way and how these assumptions developed over time is 

seldom included in the final write-up. The following article argues that rather than just pro- 

viding output data to be considered in research – or providing explanations for technical 

outcomes as is frequently proposed in computer science, accountability can only be devel- 

oped by better understanding the research process. In order to do this, we suggest a series 

of mechanisms that can be built into existing research practices to make them more intel- 

ligible to outside reviewers and scholars. These mechanisms are designed to develop the 

accountability principle of the GDPR and ensure more accountable scientific research. As 

the GDPR recitals also explicitly references scientific research, an accountability by design 

approach to technology research is grounded both in the articles and recitals of the GDPR. 

By documenting the key elements of a narrative research story which explains not just what 

you believe to have discovered but also how researchers got there, it may also be possible to 

create better accountability mechanisms. 

© 2020 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 

What does research look like in practice? Aside from popular
assumptions of how researchers are lonely isolated individu-
als sitting disconnected from the rest of the world enmeshed
in thought, a considerable part of research involves working
with data. Whether this data is quantitative, qualitative, gath-
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ered through experiments or involves writing code, all of this
data is not just magically ‘invented’ out of thin air, but instead
develops in a process of interaction with both human beings
and technical systems. However only a small fragment of this
process is presented to outside reviewers, the outputs and the
framing often specifically designed to make a specific point.
How the author got there, and which assumptions were made
on the way and how these assumptions developed over time
is seldom included in the final write-up. 

Who scientific endeavour considers to be an appropriate
reviewer is also a crucial point in this context. As Shapin and
Schaffer (1985) note, when the concept of scientific inquiry
was invented, only men were considered as reliable witnesses
n access article under the CC BY license. 
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or this endeavour. This idea of verification of science as a so- 
ial technology that requires material and literary technolo- 
ies exist, enabling a process of experimentation, documen- 
ation and verification of scientific knowledge. However even 

n the 17th century, “not everyone could come to London to 
ee those experiments for themselves” ( Law, 2017 , p. 36). Thus 
he process of accurate documentation of the experiment be- 
ame particularly important. We argue that in recent years 
he quality of documentation of technology research has been 

eglected, particularly in areas of high risk and high impact 
esearch. While other disciplines such as Medicine have in- 
ested considerable energy in ensuring their results are trans- 
arently documented and externally valid, there is still con- 
iderable work to be done to ensure the same level of rigour 
n technology research. 

This challenge is not just a challenge of documentation 

lone. Scientific endeavour strives to produce reliable and, in 

ome fields, reproducible knowledge. Acknowledging that all 
nowledge is situated and that researchers over-emphasising 
he objective validity of their own research may be falling for 
heir own “god trick” ( Haraway, 1988 , p. 584) does not take away 
rom the need for rigorous documentation. If anything, the 
eality of science requires “engaged, accountable positioning”
 Haraway, 1988 , p. 590) in a manner that allows for “less false
laims” ( Harding, 1992 , p. 587) rather than objectively true. To 
tate that scientific claims are dependent on “all the proce- 
ures of the sciences (at best) can generate,” ( Harding, 1992 ,
. 587) is not a failure but appreciates the reality of what it 
eans to conduct science. As a result “scientists and social 

cientists need to be accountable for what they write, rather 
han hiding behind the fiction that what they are reporting 
omes direct and unmediated from nature” ( Law, 2017 , p. 35).
een from this perspective, better documentation of technol- 
gy research can ensure not just a more accurate account of 
ts process but contribute to safeguard the core of what consti- 
utes good research itself. While the goal of “strong objectivity”
 Harding, 1992 ) may remain hard to achieve, ensuring greater 
ocumentation of the results of scientific research can help 

nsure meaningful accountability of scientific research. 
At the same time, this approach builds on the EU General 

ata Protection Regulation (GDPR), specifically the account- 
bility principle in Article 5(2) and Privacy by Design in Arti- 
le 25 ( Regulation, 2016 ). Academic research deals with large 
mounts of research data, which frequently includes personal 
ata. At the same time a lack of accountability in the use of 
esearch data can have grave consequences both for the data 
ubjects who data is being stored or processed incorrectly, and 

or the societies who base their decision-making on the re- 
ults of unaccountable academic research. Rather than rely- 
ng just on data protection authorities, who are already strug- 
ling to keep up with technological developments ( Raab and 

zekely, 2017 ), or data protection impact assessments ( Binns,
017 ; Gellert, 2017 ) to ensure the accountability of academic 
esearch, we instead propose an accountability by design ap- 
roach. When considering the accountability duties of con- 
rollers in Article 24 of the GDPR ( Regulation, 2016 ), a by design
pproach that minimises potential risks seems to be a partic- 
larly appropriate response ( Gellert, 2018 ). 

The following article argues that rather than just providing 
utput data to be considered in research – or providing expla- 
ations for technical outcomes as is frequently proposed in 
omputer science ( Diakopoulos, 2015 ; Tufekci, 2015 ; Wagner,
016 ), accountability can only be developed by better under- 
tanding the research process. In order to do this, we suggest 
 series of mechanisms that can be built into existing research 

ractices to make them more intelligible to outside review- 
rs and scholars. These mechanisms are designed to develop 

he accountability principle of the GDPR and ensure more 
ccountable scientific research. As the GDPR recitals also ex- 
licitly references “data […] processed for scientific research 

urposes,” ( Regulation, 2016 , p. 30) an accountability by design 

pproach to technology research is grounded both in the Ar- 
icles and recitals of the GDPR. By documenting the key ele- 

ents of a narrative research story which explains not just 
hat you believe to have discovered but also how researchers 

ot there, it may also be possible to create better accountabil- 
ty mechanisms. Many technical and organisational mecha- 
isms that could enable more accountable research processes 
lready exist; however, they are not typically used in this con- 
ext and are thus not fit for purpose. To link these individ- 
al mechanisms together, we then suggest the blueprint for 
 combined organisational and governance framework for ac- 
ountability by design in technology research. In conclusion,
e discuss potential pitfalls of such an approach as well as 

uture research areas that would need to be explored in or- 
er to implement this accountability by design for technology 
esearch in practice. 

Within the context of this special issue, technology re- 
earch is defined based on the work of the PanelFit EU 

2020 research project. PanelFit researchers argue that “Large 
mounts of personal data are processed during research 

rojects and several researches (mostly ICT researchers) pro- 
uce algorithms that could be employed in several fields with 

ignificant effects on data subjects,” ( MaLGieri, 2019 ) a chal- 
enge which integrates all disciplines from law to the social 
ciences, humanities and art. As such, we propose to define 
echnology research as any forms of research related to infor- 

ation technology, whether this is related to its legal, tech- 
ical, social political or other relevant aspects of research 

 MaLGieri, 2020 ). 
Throughout the article we also refer to ‘high risk’ technol- 

gy research. Following the risk-based approach of the GDPR,
e argue that high risk technologies need to be interpreted 

sing the GDPR, as such high-risk technology would typically 
equire a data protection impact assessment following Article 
5 of the GDPR ( Regulation, 2016 , p. 53). As such, an account-
bility by design approach in technology research constitutes 
 step towards mitigating risks in conducting high risk tech- 
ology research. 

. Existing models of accountability in 

echnology research 

xisting models of accountability in research always need to 
e seen in the specific social and historical context in which 

hey developed. As discussed above the initial understand- 
ng of valid scientific research and those able to conduct and 

eview it was limited entirely to aristocratic British men, as 
hese were the only individuals considered able to think and 

udge the work of other independently ( Law, 2017 ; Shapin and 

chaffer, 1985 ). 
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Accountability in the context of this article means creat-
ing an account of the research conducted by an individual re-
searcher and being able to understand how certain decisions
were made in the research process ( Bovens, 2010 ). The type
of accountability suggested here is not financial or organisa-
tional but rather scientific, to ensure that the researcher holds
up the highest standards of research towards the scientific
community. As such, accountability is meant to reduce sci-
entific malpractice and safeguard the highest scientific stan-
dards in areas where the impact of the results is likely to be
great. It also attempts to make it easier to understand how
and why scientific mistakes are made and as a result move the
scientific field in which the research takes place further as a
whole. Thus, the accountability by design approach proposed
here can be seen as an ‘accountability mechanism’ ( Bovens,
2010 ), ensuring a greater level of accountability for individual
researchers. 

2.1. Accountability through peer-review and publication 

In this context it is important to remember that peer review –
while historically always considered part of the practice of sci-
ence for many hundreds of years ( Shapin and Schaffer, 1985 ;
Spier, 2002 ) – it was not systematically institutionalised within
everyday academic practice until the 1970s. Under pressure
from academic funding authorities to justify their role in so-
ciety, academic journals increasing began implementing peer-
review procedures systematically, as part of a wider debate to
justify public funding for science ( Baldwin, 2018 ). At the same
time, peer review was always designed as a mechanism for the
accountability of science while still ensuring scientific auton-
omy ( Baldwin, 2018 ; Spier, 2002 ). 

Notably academic movements towards accountability have
been particularly high in areas where the public impact
of these research findings is high. Thus, in areas such as
medicine the practice of not just conducing peer review but
‘Open Peer Review’ has become increasingly common ( Haffar
et al., 2019 ; Ross-Hellauer, 2017 ). This means both reviews and
the identities of both authors and reviewers are fully trans-
parent to all those involved in the process and also publicly
available. In these contexts, it is also common to publish study
protocols as open access documents before the studies them-
selves are conducted.1 A shift towards greater transparency
and accountability in areas of high risk and vulnerability are
an important part of the wider academic research process. 

2.2. Accountability through provision of datasets 

Another aspect of accountability that is common in academic
research is the provision. This challenge is closely related to
the crisis in numerous scientific disciplines around the repli-
cability of experimental findings ( Branney et al., 2019 ; Loken
and Gelman, 2017 ; Shrout and Rodgers, 2018 ). This crisis has
led to a wide debate on what constitutes acceptable science.
For many disciplines particularly in the area of quantitative re-
search, it has been common for some time to provide datasets
to the general public as part of the article publication process.
This process has further gained tractions under pressure from
1 https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/ 
s12889- 019- 6829- 7 . 

 

 

public academic funders such as the UK Economic and So-
cial Research Council to provide open access not just to the
text of the paper, but that relevant open access content in-
cludes “text, data, images and figures” ( Branney et al., 2019 ,
p. 485). This push for open access to data initiatives has also
received considerable support from numerous scientists, pro-
viding frameworks for both quantitative data ( Arzberger et al.,
2004 ) and qualitative data ( Branney et al., 2019 ) to be made
more easily accessible to the public. 

2.3. Accountability through ethics committees 

Another key aspect of academic accountability is the role of
ethics committees. Notably, these committees are far more
common in areas where the impacts of the research are great
and highly invasive on human or natural life, typically in ar-
eas such as medicine ( Frauenberger et al., 2016 ; Israel, 2018 ).
However, they have also become increasingly common across
academic institutions which wish to collect original research
data ( Frauenberger et al., 2016 ). Notably there is considerable
divergence between ethics committees in different parts of
the world, with different standards, different institutions and
different processes implemented in different universities and
different countries ( Edwards et al., 2007 ; Goodyear-Smith et al.,
2002 ; Redshaw et al., 1996 ). In some countries in the world
ethics committees are a relatively uncommon phenomenon
at universities, with researchers, institutes and faculties left
to develop their own solutions to these challenges. 

As some of these countries that typically lack ethics com-
mittees are members of the OECD and EU, it would be false
to see the existence of ethics committees as a phenomenon
which is generally developed over time in a wide variety of
academic institutions. Rather, it seems that different institu-
tions in different cultural and academic contexts make differ-
ent choices. Similar to open data and open access provision,
it is the funders of academic research who have driven the
creation of ethics committees ( Frauenberger et al., 2016 ). For
example, it is necessary to have research vetted by an ethics
committee, in order to be able to apply for academic research
funding provided by the European Union. 

In conclusion, it seems fair to suggest that accountability
in academic research is deeply interwoven with the societal
and economic processes it is embedded in. It cannot be seen
disconnected from both societal contexts which require cer-
tain institutions or from research funding which has similar
expectations. As a result, it can be argued that much of the
institutional accountability developed for academic research
is a result of outside pressures rather than inside innovation
and development. Without extensive external pressure, it is
unlikely that peer review, provision of datasets or ethics com-
mittees would be as common as they currently are. This ex-
trinsic motivation for developing accountability mechanisms
also needs to be considered in the context of the development
of academic accountability measures going forward. 

3. Developing this model further: 
accountability by design 

In our review, accountability is about much more than sim-
ply having access to relevant source code or output data.

https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-019-6829-7
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Fig. 1 – Overview of proposed accountability model. 
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nstead, accountability involved being able to meaningfully 
arrate how decisions were made in the development of a 
pecific project. In this case the quality of the ‘account’ in ac- 
ountability is particularly important: without a plausible and 

ersistent narrative about the respective research project, it 
ecomes very difficult to create any meaningful form of ac- 
ountability, as the ‘account’ that the individual is being held 

o is not ‘thick’ enough. Without a robust account, the cre- 
tion of accountability is not possible ( Bovens, 2010 ; Crabtree 
t al., 2018 ; Nissenbaum, 1996 ; Robles et al., 2018 ). Moreover,
he development of such an accountability model for technol- 
gy research can draw on other scientific disciplines such as 
edicine, where many of the accountability by design prac- 

ices discussed here are already practiced more systemati- 
ally.2 It can also draw on existing legislation, specifically the 
DPR privacy by design duty (Article 25) and the accountability 
rinciple (Article 5(2)). In order to reduce the risks associated 

ith a lack of accountability ( Gellert, 2018 ), an accountability 
y design approach rooted in academic and legal best prac- 
ices for data governance seems highly appropriate. 

.1. An overview of accountability by design model 

hat could an existing model of accountable technology 
esearch look like? In essence, it would involve the pre- 
ublication of initial assumptions, theoretical framework, re- 
earch question, hypotheses, methodology, planned data col- 
ection, data from actual data collection, analysis outputs and 

he final publication in a centralised repository. Some but not 
ll of these procedures are similar to those that already exist 
n the area of medical clinical trials, broadly in line with the 
PIRIT (Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Inter- 
entional Trials) framework ( Chan et al., 2013a , 2013b ; Lancet,
010 ; Schulz and Grimes, 2013 ). 

As leading medical journals such as BMC public health also 
ublish open access study protocols before receiving the fi- 
al results of the study, this provides an avenue for creating 
ublication incentives for academics to provide access to the 

nitial designs of their studies. The main challenge is that as 
hese systems are journal-based, not all study protocols are al- 
ays provided as open access to all interested parties, limiting 

hose with access to journal subscribers. Moreover, the SPIRIT 

odel is relevant for a very specific research model around 
2 https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/ 
12889- 019- 6829- 7 . 
linical trials and may be too ‘top heavy,’ onerous or complex 
or similar applications in technology research. 

Another important issue is that technology research has 
ther forms of data not typically considered by SPIRIT proto- 
ols but are equally important to understanding the develop- 
ent of technology research. Source code, log files and the 

ource code used both in the development of technological 
ystems and in the area of quantitative academic research are 
ot typically considered as part of the spirit framework. How- 
ver much of this information is key to understanding the re- 
earch process as it develops as well as the functioning and 

evelopment of software. 
As a result, in some areas of technology research, it is com- 

on to provide all source code for a research paper in a source
ode repository such as GitHub. Some authors also provide ad- 
itional documentation or resources within such public repos- 

tories as well, including additional information on how to 
se the software, FAQs and additional information on how the 
oftware is maintained, by whom it is maintained and how to 
ubmit errors in the software to the developers ( Diakopoulos,
017 ; Sokol et al., 2019 ; Stoyanovich, 2019 ). There are very
ew established written rules around this, it is simply consid- 
red good practice among much of the technology community 
 Burton et al., 2017 ; Fuller et al., 2017 ). 

A concept of accountability of accountability by design 

ould combine the core principles of the SPIRIT model with 

he best aspects of what is considered good conduct in tech- 
ology research. The model could look something like this 
 Fig. 1 ): 

To provide an overview of some of the relevant questions 
hat could be asked of each stage in the process: 

1) Initial assumptions 
- What phenomenon are you trying to study? 
- Where do you think you will find relevant data? 
- How do you intend to analyse the data? 
- What results do you hope could come from your re- 

search? 
- What limitations exist on being able to conduct your 

research? 
- How is your research funded? 

2) Theoretical model 
- What leads you to believe that you will derive certain 

outcomes from the study? 
- What theoretical framework, model or existing litera- 

ture are your assumptions based on? 

https://bmcpublichealth.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12889-019-6829-7
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Fig. 2 – Overview of proposed accountability model with software integration. 
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- What is your research question and what are you hy-
potheses? 

3) Data collection choices 
- Why were these cases selected over other possible

cases? 
- Why did you choose these specific sources of data over

other forms of data? 
- Was there any data collected which you left out of your

analysis and if so why? 
4) Analysis outputs 

- Documenting algorithms, source code and statistical
software outputs 

- Providing access to digital or physical prototypes 
- Which analysis outputs are included in the final paper?

5) Final publication 

- Chosen final publication outlet and why this was cho-
sen in comparison to other venues 

- Different versions before and after peer review 

- The actual content of peer reviews on papers 

Of course, this list cannot be exhaustive, however it does
present a set of interesting questions that provide a much
richer and deeper overview of technology research than is typ-
ically the case. Having access to this sort of information might
not be appropriate in all areas of research, however in areas
of high-risk research, which is likely to have large impacts
on society, this should definitely be considered. As technol-
ogy research – like medical research – increasingly falls in this
category, it would be wise to consider more accountable ap-
proaches in the area of technology research as well. 

This is particularly the case as a large number of research
outputs in technology research are based on human com-
puter interaction between the researcher, or teams of re-
searchers and automated technical systems ( Wagner, 2016 ).
Should these systems be engineered in a manner that is more
likely to produce certain forms of research output, it would be
important to know this and be able to study it systematically.
Providing a rigorous mapping of the scientific journey of a re-
search project including the story behind the research project
and the paths not taken during the research project is key to
understanding how scientific fields developing and ensuring
they do in an accountable manner. 
3.2. Ensuring a lightweight process through automation 

In order to simplify the process and make it as lightweight
as possible, it would be helpful to ensure that as much of the
process as possible is automated. Thus, an additional layer of
software plugins could be inserted to speed up and automate
the process of storing key log data which is already generated
by data analysis software. This intermediating data should
provide an additional layer of simplicity and ease in generat-
ing the entire project in a systematic and straightforward way
( Fig. 2 ). 

While we will go into this process in a systematic way at
a later stage, providing access to these logs in an automated
fashion allows for all manner of automated research errors
to be found most easily. For example, recent analysis of pub-
licly accessible data sources found that many contained er-
rors due to a formatting error in Excel that automatically con-
verts certain types of data into another format. Being able to
apply such automated techniques across a larger repository
such as the one proposed here and inform researchers of pos-
sible mistakes before papers are published would certainly be
helpful, as there are likely to be many more mistakes present
that those just found in Excel ( Ziemann et al., 2016 ). Of course,
such automated support could not be forced on researchers
within the repository but would rather form part of ‘standard
practice’ for ensuring that the automated techniques imple-
mented have not produced erroneous results. 

3.3. Governance, access and external accountability 

One of the issues seldom discussed around research reposi-
tories are the issues of access, governance and privacy. These
are important considerations as access repositories serve nu-
merous distinct functions within a specific scientific context,
which may require the provision of a variety of different roles
and access levels to be created. For example, many universi-
ties operate and manage public repositories of their own aca-
demic research that are simultaneously used as proofs of work
for academics to show that they are engaging in research to-
wards their employer and to derive metrics of effectiveness
for university administration across a variety of different de-
partments ( Bryant et al., 2018 ). Not all of these roles may be
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onducive of ensuring greater accountability for academic re- 
earch, nor will all of them be compatible with ensuring higher 
uality academic research or safeguarding academic freedom.
hey may also be questionable in the context of the GDPR,
here both privacy and accountability are limited through the 

onfusion of multiple roles of an individual user within one 
ingle system. By combining these roles in one mutually de- 
endent system, it is difficult for the individual user to under- 
tand the purpose of the data being gathered, be able to en- 
ure that the purposes of data gathering are limited, as well 
s opt-out of certain uses of their data. 

The system proposed here should emphasise ownership of 
nd control over repositories is extremely important, as shifts 
n ownership may impeded or enable different forms of ac- 
ountability, depending on how repository ownership evolves 
ver time. Thus many academics that used the academic so- 
ial science research network (SSRN) paper repository have 
topped using it since it what purchased by Elsevier ( Leeper,
016 ). Similarly it is an open question whether Github can be 
onsidered an appropriate venue for source code sharing now 

hat it is owned by Microsoft ( Silver, 2018 ). Reliable infrastruc- 
ures for this purpose are likely to exist in the non-profit do- 

ain with solid public funding and outside the immediate 
ontrol of funding authorities, academic journals or individ- 
al universities. 

Most repository models tend to prefer fully open access 
ystems in which everything is accessible to the general pub- 
ic. In the contexts of the systems discussed here, it might be 
ise to apply a differential privacy approach, where the main 

esearchers decide which levels of access they wish to give to 
hich actors. For example, high level data and results could 

e provided to the general public with more granular data pro- 
ided to peer reviewers upon request. Additional data could be 
rovided to the public if any claims are made that the research 

as developed in an incorrect manner or it was unclear how 

he research claims were developed. This would also ensure 
hat stealing of ideas or research proposals and other unethi- 
al practices would become far less likely, as the information 

ould be stored I the repository but would only slowly and 

ystematically be provided to other communities and the gen- 
ral public at the discretion of the researcher. 

.4. Procedural and technical safeguards 

inally, the model of accountability proposed here centres 
round procedural safeguards. Steps would need to be taken 

o minimise the danger of researchers being coerced into pro- 
iding data within the archive without their consent. This ten- 
ion between the rights of employees and employers is com- 
on in understanding privacy at work. “Every day, in every 
orkplace, these competing interests meet, requiring a bal- 
nce to be achieved between the employer’s need for informa- 
ion and the employee’s need for privacy” ( Keane, 2018 , p. 355).
oreover, providing a researcher-centric system which gives 

esearchers agency over how their present information and 

heir own research would diverge considerably from the cur- 
ently institutional-driven system, in which researchers are 
ncentivised to provide information in return for funding or 
mployment. 
Overcoming this tension is important, as it constitutes a 
ey boundary towards meaningful accountability stems from 

ptake of the system. These procedural safeguards are design 

o ensure that researchers and their academic freedom and 

ndividual agency are protected, as well as the right to pri- 
acy under the GDPR. The model could also include technical 
afeguards such as end-to-end encryption of data stored the 
epository, to ensure that sharing of data is only possible with 

he explicit consent of the researchers involved. 
At the same time, standard practices in individual disci- 

lines would ensure that basic minimum standards are up- 
eld. The greater the potential risk the public of incorrect or 
isleading research being published, the higher these min- 

mum standards would need to be ( Wagner, 2014 ). Thus, cer- 
ain journals could over time adopt basic minimum standards 
ligned with this accountability model. The same could be 
he case for certain faculties within academic institutions that 
ish to ensure accountable research. 

.5. Integrating existing accountability mechanisms 

inally, it is important to ensure that the platform being dis- 
ussed here integrates existing the accountability mecha- 
isms that already exist in the research process. Specifically,
ntering the data in the research platform could provide the 
esearcher with the possibility of forwarding parts of the data 
hey have stored in the platform to the relevant ethical review 

oard or to apply for data protection clearances. These types 
f streamlines processes to not currently existing, leading to 
onsiderable procedural and organisational duplication which 

imits the ease by which existing accountability mechanisms 
an be used. 

. Existing systems that could fit to the 

roposed accountability model 

he described model will increase accountability through a 
onsistent human understandable narrative. That means that 
hrough the different stages of the creation of the product 
often written in code) – which is in some cases a result of 
nstructured or un-linear “ad-hoc” programming – a human 

eadable file of the creation process and its steps is written 

utomatically as a side product ( Guardia and Sturdy, 2019 ). 
This way of documentation of the writing process was in- 

ented in 1984 by Donald Knuth and is referred to as ‘literate 
rogramming’. “The practitioner of literate programming can 

e regarded as an essayist, whose main concern is with expo- 
ition and excellence of style. Such an author, […], chooses the 
ames of variables carefully and explains what each variable 
eans. He or she strives for a program that is comprehensible 

ecause its concepts have been introduced in an order that is 
est for human understanding, using a mixture of formal and 

nformal methods that reinforce each other” ( Knuth, 1984 , p.
). Through literate programming the code and the narrative 
re not seen as separate components, they rather form one 
oncept. The product created with tools that enable literate 
rogramming are often referred to as ‘dynamic documents.’ 
uardia and Sturdy explain the mechanical process of the 
reation of the dynamic document as follows: “the narrative 
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component is written into the code as comments, then the
code is run through the given statistical software (i.e. R, Stata,
Python) and a log file that contains output and narrative is
generated (with a specific Markdown format)” ( Guardia and
Sturdy, 2019 , p. 39). The log file then can be converted into
several other data formats that ensure readability like PDF or
Word doc ( Samavi and Consens, 2014 ). 

The dynamic document tools differ from statistical tool
to statistical tool, especially because some are open source
software like R and some are commercial software like Stata
(where Markdoc can be used) or SPSS ( Haghish, 2016 ). One de-
veloped system for the use of R package or R Shiny is called
“adapr”.3 This system is using cryptographic file hashes for
the structure of the “accountable units” – parts of the code
– and working with RMarkdown as a literate programming
language. The aim and the characteristic of the accountable
unit is summarised as follows: “We call these files account-
able units because the system can provide their providence,
meaning the data, code dependencies, date, and authorship”
( Gelfond et al., 2018 , p. 2). This way of identification and stor-
age can provide additional information about the creation pro-
cess, their context or position. 

Another system developed for R is the ‘cacher’ package.
“The cacher package takes objects created by evaluating R ex-
pressions and stores them in key-value databases” ( Peng, 2008 ,
p. 1). This way of storage of the objects makes collaborative
work more comfortable to share online. There are two main
users for the system – one that stresses the statistical anal-
ysis as the author where the program mainly smoothens the
distribution and documentation process – and the reader with
a focus on readability and understanding of the shared doc-
ument form the statistical analysis user. Other literate pro-
gramming tools that works in a similar way are knitR 

4 ( Liu
and Pounds, 2014 ) cacheSweave 5 ( Peng 2004 ), Sweave ( Leisch,
2002 ), SASweave ( Lenth and Højsgaard, 2007 ) and ESS 6 an ad-
don package for GNU Emacs that is compatible with R, S-
Plus, SAS, Stata and OpenBUGS/JAGS. Peng also referred to an
odfWeavepackage 7 of Kuhn and Weaston ( Max Kuhn, 2006 ) for
an entirely open source workflow with ensuring the compati-
bility of R and OpenOffice. 

RMarkdown is only one popular solution for the creation
of dynamic documents the others one are Jupyter Notebooks
( Wes, 2012 ) or TensorFlow Distributions ( Dillon et al., 2017 ).
The first has a deep link to the programming of code in R, while
the other is associated with Python as it is understood to be
program-agnostic ( Guardia and Sturdy, 2019 ). Python as one
of the main programming languages used for AI and machine
learning, has distinctive needs for tools that increase account-
ability and transparency. One open source package developed
is ‘FAT Forensics’ 8 developed by Sokol et al. This package is
3 Accountable Data Analysis Process in R. 
4 https://yihui.name/knitr/ . 
5 A tool that combines R and Latex. 
6 https://ess.r-project.org, https://github.com/emacs-ess/ESS 

last checked on 25/9/2019. 
7 https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/odfWeave/ 

versions/0.8.4/topics/odfWeave . 
8 https://github.com/fat- forensics/fat- forensics last checked on 

25/9/2019. 
“designed as an interoperable framework for implementing,
testing and deploying novel algorithms invented by the FAT
research community and facilitate their evaluation and
comparison against the state-of- the-art ones, therefore
democratising access to these techniques. In addition to sup-
porting research in this space, the toolbox is capable of
analysing all artefacts of the machine learning process –
data, models and predictions – by considering their fairness,
accountability (robustness, security, safety and privacy) and
transparency (interpretability and explainability)” ( Sokol et al.,
2019 , p. 1). 

To further ensure explainability as well as transparency
and to tackle the black-box-problem of AI and machine learn-
ing the package has the functionality of generating implicit
or explicit counterfactual explainers. Other commercial pro-
grams would be Microsoft/Interpret,9 IBM AI Explainability
360 10 or Oracles/Skater.11 Additional open source applications
would be AI Fairness 360,12 Black Box Auditing 13 or Fairlearn 

14

( Sokol et al., 2019 ). 
To further ensure accountability through the research pro-

cess, we have to think about not only the program the tech-
nical research is created with, but also who is doing the re-
search and how easily scholars and their work can be found
and accessed. Initiatives who foster such an understanding
of research are often referred to as ‘open science’ or ‘open
scholarship’ where the latter term would be more preferable
because it is not only indicating to a specific field or area
of research ( Ayris et al., 2018 ). According to the OECD open
science should improve efficiency in science through the de-
cline of duplications in cost, the added value through reuse of
data and making participation easier, increase transparency
and quality, speeding up the transfer of knowledge, increase
spillover-effects from the scientific world to the economic
world, reacting more efficient to change and foster the engage-
ment of citizens ( OECD, 2015 ). The benefits of open science
within the research workflow are summarised by the League
of Europe Research Universities. They mention the wider
range of visibility of the research output enabled through the
internet and fostering the so called ‘citation advantage.’ ( Ayris
et al., 2018 ) 

According to the OECD this advantage can be seen like a
self-fulfilling prophesy where because of the ease of citation
the publication is simply cited more often. The OECD further
argues that another side effect of the citation advantage is the
decrease of ‘quality bias’ because practitioners only publish
the best quality of papers online and because of his excellence
an increase of quality in research is enabled ( OECD, 2015 ). 

The League of European Research Universities further
points to the benefits of the greater insights into the research
process when the used data and methodologies are available
9 https://github.com/microsoft/interpret last checked on 

25/9/2019. 
10 https://aix360.mybluemix.net last checked on 25/9/2019. 
11 https://github.com/oracle/Skater last checked on 25/9/2019. 
12 https://aif360.mybluemix.net last checked on 25/9/2019. 
13 https://github.com/algofairness/BlackBoxAuditing last 

checked on 25/9/2019. 
14 https://github.com/microsoft/fairlearn last checked on 

25/9/2019. 

https://yihui.name/knitr/
https://ess.r-project.org
https://github.com/emacs-ess/ESS
https://www.rdocumentation.org/packages/odfWeave/versions/0.8.4/topics/odfWeave
https://github.com/fat-forensics/fat-forensics
https://github.com/microsoft/interpret
https://aix360.mybluemix.net
https://github.com/oracle/Skater
https://aif360.mybluemix.net
https://github.com/algofairness/BlackBoxAuditing
https://github.com/microsoft/fairlearn
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19 https://www.coretrustseal.org/why-certification/ 
certified-repositories/ . 
20 http://www.iso16363.org/iso- certification/certified- clients/ . 
21 http://www.dnb.de/Subsites/nestor/EN/Siegel/siegel.html . 
22 https://zenodo.org. 
o the public, how the increased visibility of the product will 
nable the user to draw the lines of argumentation through 

he different steps in the research process, the definition of 
 minimum of transparency about the used research data 
hrough the access of the dataset and the acknowledgement 
hat the researchers involved will have because their work is 
asily found through the use of identifiers used in the process 
 Ayris et al., 2018 ). 

These benefits will add value to the key actor of the re- 
earch workflow – the researcher. The European Commis- 
ion analyses the dynamics of motivation of this actor which 

s often led by the scientific reward system. The researcher 
s therefore information seeker and status seeker ( European 

ommission, 2019 ). This reward systems are created and en- 
orced by the second group the European Commission iden- 
ified: the universities and research centres. They get the 

otivated because “many institutions attempt to craft their 
ncentives and assessment tools to secure better national and 

nternational rankings” ( European Commission, 2019 , p. 10).
here the third identified actor in the process are the publish- 

rs. The publishers differ in their motivation from the other 
roups (commercial or non-profit) because they want to create 
 strong brand through their selection of research and there- 
ore competing with another. The picture of key actors the 
ECD gives is more holistic it includes: “Researchers them- 
elves, Government ministries, Research funding agencies,
niversities and public research institutes, Libraries, reposi- 
ories and data centres, Private non-profit organisations and 

oundations, Private scientific publishers, Businesses, supra- 
ational entities” ( OECD, 2015 , pp. 12–13). 

The benefit of more visibility can be achieved through a 
etter access to publications. This benefit is referred to as 

open access’ (OA). The term OA can be further divided into 

hree categories: The golden, green or hybrid OA. The first is 
escribing cases where the article is made publicly available 
hrough the journal publisher. The second is referring to cases 
here the publication is made publicly available in an indi- 

ect manner. For example, when the paper is after its release 
ploaded to another website without a paywall or any other 
estrictions to access. And the third is a way where publishers 

ake use of a commercial way where the user has to pay for 
he content, when on the other hand some content is acces- 
ible for free ( Laakso and Björk, 2012 ). 

Publication repositories can help to structure the search 

rocess of a researcher ( Peknikova, 2006 ). But also universi- 
ies use the depositories to structure the research work of 
heir staff like the EUDAT Collaborative Data Infrastructure 15 

r Zenodo 16 an initiative of CERN and OpenAIRE to form a 
omplimentary archive that gives the frame for the European 

erspective, but there are also universities that use similar 
odels like WU FIDES ( Research Service Center, 2015 ), or Lund 

niversity Research Portal 17 or CUED (Cambridge University 
ngineering Department) Publication database.18 The Euro- 
ean Research Council also stresses the importance of the use 
15 https://eudat.eu/eudat-cdi . 
16 https://zenodo.org. 
17 https://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/ . 
18 http://publications.eng.cam.ac.uk/ . 

s
i
a

f certification of data depositories like Core Trust Seal,19 ISO 

6363 20 or Nestor seal 21 but gives also recommendations for 
eneral depositories for research data like Zenodo,22 Dryad,23 

pen Science Framework 24 or Harvard Dataverse 25 ( European 

esearch Council, 2019 , p. 6). 
Through the use of open science and its tools the efficiency 

f the research process can benefit as well as the diffusion of 
he research itself ( OECD, 2015 ). To guarantee an environment 
or open science the data as well as the analysis “need to be
ublicly and persistently available via a stable, freely available 
rchive” ( Leeper, 2014 , p. 1). The form that can be used accord-
ng to Leeper is called a ‘dataverse’ where the title and the 

etadata mare the base line of information to the user. This 
etwork provides for storage “not just a free-standing data file,
ut associated files in almost any format and one might in- 
lude files such as data, codebooks, analysis replication files,
tatistical packages, questionnaires, experimental materials,
nd so forth” ( Leeper, 2014 , p. 2). The data in the dataverse is
onverted to a generic tabular format and can be re-converted 

fter the download to a format that can be used for common 

tatistical programs. The data-corpus in the dataverse is easily 
dentifiable though a digital object identifier (DOI) and the sep- 
rate steps in the process of creation can be followed through 

ersion control. 
To ensure that the desired academic author is found the 

eague of European Research Universities promote ORCID ID 

hich is “a persistent digital identifier that distinguishes you 

rom every other researcher and, through integration in key re- 
earch workflows such as manuscript and grant submission,
upports automated linkages between you and your profes- 
ional activities ensuring that your work is recognised” ( Ayris 
t al., 2018 , p. 11). If a project is funded through a grant from
he EU H2020 program the use of an data management plan 

DMP) is obligatory in the Open Research Data pilot ( European 

esearch Council, 2019 ). This plan has to be created within the 
imespan of six moth after the start of the project and should 

ive information about the following information categories: 
Data set description, Standards and metadata, Name and per- 
istent identifier for the data sets, Curation and preservation 

ethodology and Data sharing methodology” ( European Re- 
earch Council, 2019 , p. 3). 

The European Research Council also gives advice on how 

o find a safe depository for research data 26 by using the FAIR 

rinciples, store the data in a findable way, make it accessible,
nteroperable as well as re-usable. To support the researcher 
n the process of creating research reference managers are a 
ommon used tool. These tools can be summarised under the 
ollowing definition: “Reference management software main- 
23 http://www.datadryad.org. 
24 https://osf.io . 
25 https://dataverse.harvard.edu . 
26 Checklist for the user of a depository: Does the depository 
tores data in a safe way, make the data findable through eg. an 

dentifier, describe the data, specify the license governing access 
nd re-use of data (p. 5, European Research Council 2019 ). 

https://eudat.eu/eudat-cdi
https://zenodo.org
https://portal.research.lu.se/portal/en/
http://publications.eng.cam.ac.uk/
https://www.coretrustseal.org/why-certification/certified-repositories/
http://www.iso16363.org/iso-certification/certified-clients/
http://www.dnb.de/Subsites/nestor/EN/Siegel/siegel.html
https://zenodo.org
http://www.datadryad.org
https://osf.io
https://dataverse.harvard.edu
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27 http://culturedigitally.org/2016/04/can-software-be-free- 
taking- the- case- of- qabel- as- an- opportunity- to- discuss- liberty- 
and-software-freedom/ . 
28 https://firstdonoharm.dev/ . 
tains a database to references and creates bibliographies and
the reference lists for the written works” ( Basak, 2014 ). Com-
monly used software is Zotero, EndNote, Procite, Mendeley or
Refworks ( Dixon and Francese, 2012 ). The main users there-
fore are researchers, scientists, technologists and authors ac-
cording to Basak. 

Reference managers are an enabler for transparency which
includes functions like “data archiving, qualitative data-
basing, hyper-links, traditional citation, and active citation”
( Moravcsik, 2014 , p. 3). The last helps to implement a base-
line standard of citation that uses the technological capa-
bilities. The citation includes a hyperlink to an “annotated
excerpt from the original source, which appears in a ‘trans-
parency appendix’ at the end of the paper, article, or book
chapter” ( Moravcsik, 2014 , p. 3). This appendix Moravcsik de-
scribes contains four parts: the copy of the full citation, a sum-
mary of the source (50–100 words), an explanation why the
source supports the claim and a link to the whole cited docu-
ment. Through these multiple dimensions of documentation
and logic path in argumentation why a source was used the
author should be nudged by the program to make his line of
though more transparent and make the whole research pro-
cess easier to understand for the multiple stakeholders. 

5. Challenges with such an approach 

However, there are also challenges with an approach that
focuses on creating greater accountability in technology re-
search. As was noted above, different levels of disclosure may
be necessary for different actors, which would favour a dif-
ferential privacy ( Dwork, 2011 , 2008 ) approach which includes
both procedural and technical safeguards. While such an ap-
proach would diverge from the pure ‘public access’ approach,
it is closely aligned with the accountability principle and pri-
vacy by design approach within the GDPR. It is also hoped that
providing greater levels of researcher control over document
publication will increase user acceptance of the proposed sys-
tem. Even should this user acceptance be a given, some chal-
lenges still remain: 

5.1. Degree of vagueness in documentation process? 

It is possible that data is entered into the system that does not
accurately reflect the actual research taking place. This is par-
ticularly likely to be the case when the information is used for
other purposes than ensuring research accountability with-
out the consent of the researcher involved. Researchers that
have an incentive to present their research in a certain way
are less likely to do so in an accurate manner than those who
lack such incentives. As such it is important to ensure that
the incentives of such a system are aligned in a way to pro-
duce maximum accountability for researcher output that they
in turn feel comfortable (en)trusting the system with their on-
going research outputs. Similarly to the specificity of consent
mentioned in GDPR recital 32, it is crucial to ensure that the
data entered into the system is “specific, informed and unam-
biguous” ( Regulation, 2016 , p. 6). 
5.2. Building an internal academic surveillance system 

One of the main challenges around creating an internal log of
relevant research activity is the danger that it becomes an in-
ternal academic surveillance system. Documenting too much
information can lead to a situation in which individual re-
searchers are limited in their ability to do research, or in which
the system is misused against them. Thus, it is highly impor-
tant that researchers themselves decide which data they wish
to enter into that system and who they want to share that
data with. Especially given the existing nature of challenging
institutional relationships which govern current repositories,
there is a possibility that academics will be coerced into pro-
viding personal and professional data within these systems as
part of a workplace or other professional arrangement ( Keane,
2018 ). While this does not completely resolve all issues around
the potential creation of a surveillance system, it may help to
mitigate them. 

5.3. Data can be (mis)-used for purposes it was not 
initially intended for 

Another challenge related to the provision of open datasets
online is the potential use and/or misuse of research data pro-
vided online. While providing open datasets online is an im-
portant contribution to research, it is less clear to what ex-
tent these datasets will be used in a positive way or in ways
in which the researcher intended. In order to ensure that this
is the case, there is a need to debate licensing issues around
the provision of publicly accessible data. Simply to say that
the research data is open for all possible uses is an insufficient
ethical response and limits the opportunity for a rigorous aca-
demic debate on potential consequences and harms. 

A similar debate has been going on for many decades
as part of the open source and free software movement, to
better understand in which contexts software can be used
and whether meaningfully restrictions can be placed upon its
use.27 There has also been an increasing debate about licenses
such as the Qabel License or the First Do No Harm license
which explicitly attempt to restrict certain types of problem-
atic behaviour.28 Similar debates are urgently needed around
the provision of open datasets to ensure that researchers are
aware and willingly engage in potential positive and negative
consequences of publicly sharing datasets, while also using
licensing mechanisms to ensure that potential negative con-
sequences are mitigated to the best of their ability. 

5.4. Limiting academic freedom 

Another challenge in this context is that the existence of the
system may be used as a mechanism to limit academic free-
dom. Researchers might be less willing or less able to conduct
the types of research they believe is necessary if it needs to
be documented more extensively than is currently the case.
While giving researchers greater control of the mechanisms

http://culturedigitally.org/2016/04/can-software-be-free-taking-the-case-of-qabel-as-an-opportunity-to-discuss-liberty-and-software-freedom/
https://firstdonoharm.dev/
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f disclosure may mitigate to some of these challenges it does 
ot fully remove them. As a result, it may not be wise to im- 
lement this model across the board for all types of academic 
tudy. Rather it represents a specific model of research ac- 
ountability that could by relevant in particularly high stakes 
ases, where the technology research being conducted is likely 
o be of a high societal impact. 

.5. Putting pressure on research methods that do not fit 
nto this model 

nother important concern of using a model like this is that 
any existing research methods may not fit well into this 
odel. Certainly, the messiness of certain ethnographic or 

ualitative approaches to technology research in areas such as 
o-design or user-centred design may be difficult to integrate 
nto this model. Another associated problem is that this model 

ay promote specific types of research that are specifically 
esigned to fit into this framework, thus gaming the model.
his challenge is particularly pronounced if this model were 

o become mandatory in a significant number of areas, this 
ressure would definitely be a cause for concern. 

. Conclusions 

 lot is at stake in technology research. We are reshaping en- 
ire societies across the world based on the results of techni- 
al research, whether it is building ‘smart’ cities or rolling out 
elf-driving cars. It is only reasonable that the societies influ- 
nced by much of these high impact technologies would also 
ant those conducting research on these topics to be account- 

ble for the results they produce. This cannot be the case of all 
reas of science as this would be far to be too restrictive of aca- 
emic freedom. But in some high-risk areas, greater account- 
bility would go a long way to ensuring that accountable re- 
earch is conducted systematically. Such high risk areas could 

nclude for example research on developing self-driving cars 
r smart cities. 

Many of the issues around where a research project went 
rong are currently only discussed at science slams. Things 

hat went wrong, roads not taken and many of the choices 
ade are often not part of the final journal publication. While 

his may be considered acceptable for some areas of research,
t poses a considerable challenge for high stakes technology 
esearch. In these areas, there is a need for research models 
hich provide for a greater degree of accountability while en- 

uring that researchers are ability to fine tune these systems 
owever, they see fit. 

More broadly, it can be argued that all research should 

trive towards ensuring greater accountability ( Haraway, 1988 ; 
arding, 1992 ) rather than claiming neutral objectivity. This 
pproach is also consistent with the GDPR accountability prin- 
iple and the privacy by design duty, ensuring a sound legal 
asis for developing more accountable academic research. Ac- 
nowledge that claims to producing an objective truth may be 
verblown does not mean taking ‘anything goes’ approach, if 
nything it means taking scientific accountability more seri- 
usly both in all areas of science ( Harding, 1992 ; Law, 2017 ).
n order to achieve this in technology research, it is impor- 
ant to remember both the incredible impact technology re- 
earch can have, but also the very real challenges of account- 
bility of widely implemented technologies that can currently 
e observed in the world ( ACLU et al., 2018 ; Keller, 2019 ;
issenbaum, 1996 ; Singh, 2018 ; Sokol et al., 2019 ). 

Encouraging a process of accounting and accountability 
oes not have to mean creating a system of surveillance that 

imits academic freedoms. Steps need to be taken to ensure 
hat greater accountability does not limit scientific enquiry 
r prevent innovative research from taking place. However, it 
an be hoped that taking the best out of existing accountabil- 
ty methodologies from medicine and computer science may 
ontribute to building a framework for greater accountability 
ithin technology research. The framework is based not just 
n the provision of code or data, but on a granular narrative 
f the research process and the decisions made on the way.
either data nor code, but instead the research process itself 

s the story that needs to be told and captured. By ensuring 
hat it is accounted for it may be possible to ensure greater 
ccountability in the technology research process. 
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